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Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan
THE CONSULTATION REPORT
1.

Introduction

This consultation statement has been prepared to fulfil the legal obligations of the Neighbourhood
Planning Regulations 2012 in respect of the Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan (CNP).
The legal basis of this Statement is provided by Section 15 (2) of part 5 of the 2012 Neighbourhood
Planning Regulations, which requires that a consultation statement should:I. Contain details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed
Neighbourhood Development Plan,
II. Explain how they were consulted,
III. Summarise the main issues and concerns raised by the persons consulted, and,
IV. Describe how those issues and concerns have been considered and, where relevant
addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.

2.

Neighbourhood Area Designation

The Neighbourhood Area was designated by Aylesbury Vale District Council 1st October 2013
following the statutory publicity and covers the whole of the parish but does not intrude into any of
the adjoining parishes.
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3. Dateline of Events
 5th June 2013 – Cheddington Parish Council (CPC) began talks regarding the possibility of
undertaking a Neighbourhood Plan (NP) with Jean Fox (Community Impact Bucks)
 4th September 2013 – CPC discussed setting up a Steering Group (SG) to undertake the NP
and adopted the Terms of Reference.
 2nd October 2013 – CPC arranged the first SG meeting.
 16th October 2013 – first meeting of the SG. Members of the SG agreed. Project plan and
Vision Statement discussed. Terms of Reference circulated.
 27th November 2013 – SG discussed boundary of plan.
 Sites for development were discussed.
 Village assets discussed.
 Dedicated website discussed.
 It was also agreed to send a questionnaire to every resident in the village to ask
for opinions on; where development should take place; types of housing needed;
what residents consider to be assets of the village; if any commercial
development needed; infrastructure; leisure; green spaces; energy types.
 Arrange a public event “Have Your Say Day”.
th
 19 February 2014 - Questionnaires collected.
 2nd March 2014 – Have Your Say Day
 16th April 2014 – Information from public event forwarded to rCOH
 11th May 2014 - Public Consultation at St Giles' Church
 21st May 2014 – Draft State of the Parish Report
 24th July 2014 – Planning Workshop took place in Village Hall with representatives from all
village organisations to discuss their views for the future of the village.
 August 2014 – Landowners contacted to ask if they wish land to be included in the possible
development sites. Information then forwarded to rCOH Ltd
 26th September – Developers / Landowners Event held in the village hall.
 11th November 2014 – SG and residents meeting to discuss scenarios for residents to
consider.
 23rd / 24th November – Public event – 478 votes which represent a 33% turnout.
 November 2014 – Strategic Environmental Scoping Report sent out to statutory consultees.
 5th January to 16th February 2015 – Public consultation. Document on website and paper
copies in the Old Swan and three Horseshoes PH’s, Autumn Lounge and Top Shop.
 25th January and 3rd February 2015 – public events for residents to view the Pre-Submission
document.

THE CONSULTATION PROCESS
4.

Early Consultation

In November 2013 the Parish Council and the Steering Group agreed to send a questionnaire to
every resident in the village and also arrange a public " Have Your Say Day".
The questionnaire was sent out in January 2014 and collected in February 2014. The
questionnaire was distributed to, and collected from every residence in the village by the
members of the Steering Group.The information about the questionnaire was placed on the
village website and a reminder to complete the forms was written in the February 2014 village
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newsletter and forms Appendix 1 and the copy inviting residents to the "Have Your Say Day"
forms Appendix 2.
The village newsletter is distributed free of charge to all residents of Cheddington and the
current month is pubished on the village website.
The questionnaire and the responses form Appendix 3 & 4
The first public event – a “Have Your Say Day” – took place on Sunday 2nd March 2014. The
Have Your Say Day was again advertised on the website and in both the February and March
2014 village newsletters . Posters were displayed around the village. Posters, the Vision
Statement, photographs, plans of the village showing sites that could possibly be developed,
recreational suggestions and questionnaire results were on display at the event. Over 100
people attended the event. Visitors were invited to put messages on “post Its” with regard to
sites and facilities they would like to see. A summary of the views expressed on the "post it"
notes forms Appendix 5.
The views expressed at the event varied but some of the topics that came up frequently were
the School capacity, GP facilities, Youth facilities, elderly housing and housing for first time
buyers. Everyone seemed to agree that mixed development was needed rather than just one
type to keep the village as a village with something for all age groups. Any proposed
development should be kept at a level that would not impact on the current infrastructure. All the
views were collated and discussed by the Steering Group and the rCoh Consultant and were
influential in determining the content of the draft State of the Parish Report.
A lot of people liked the idea of having more recreational facilities (for youngsters / teenagers)
and improving the Pavilion at the recreation ground. Possibly with a café / tea room included.
When suggested, the idea of a Community Orchard along the railway line (from the orchard
plots at the allotments all the way to the top of the recreation ground) was well received.
Consultation with residents is ongoing, probably until May and the Steering Group would
welcome more views from residents.
The village organisations were contacted individually by the Clerk of the Parish Council to ask if
they would like someone from the NP steering group to visit or if they had any concerns.
Meetings with groups such as the church were arranged.

5.

6.

7.

Parish Assembly

All Cheddington Residents were invited via the March issue of the village newsletter, the village
website and the Parish Council noticeboard, to the Annual Parish Assembly on the 26th March
2014 to look at a presentation by the Chairman of the Parish Council on the current state of the
Neighbourhood Plan , backed up by display boards followed by an open forum allowing the
residents to discuss the progress of the plan with the Parish Councillors.

Public Consultation

As a result of the consultation with village organisations a further public consultation was held on
the 11th May at St Giles Church, this followed on from a Church Service. Posters, the Vision
Statement, photographs, plans of the village showing sites that could possibly be developed,
recreational suggestions and questionnaire results were on display at the event. An estimated 20
people attended this event and visitors were invited to add comments via “Post its” to the
displays. The comments received mirrored those received at the public consultation on 2nd March
and the comments were forwarded to the rCoh consultant.
A draft State of the Parish report was published on the website on 21st May 2014.

Planning Workshop

A planning workshop took place in the Village Hall on 24th July 2014 with representatives from
a number of village organisations. Residents and local organisations were invited to attend
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predominantly by e-mail. The event was not advertised as it was not a public meeting. The
information that was sent out by the Steering Group forms Appendix 6.
Please see list of consultees under Appendix 19.
A number of Potential Policies and proposals were considered under the following headings:



Housing
Community Facilites
Environment

The feedback from this event forms Appendix 7. The feedback was considered by the Steering
Group to decide which options were to be considered for development. A note was also taken of
the community facilities that the residents wished to be considered.

8.

Developers/Landowners Event

The Steering Group, after determining the ownership of each specified area of land, contacted
each owner or representative to ask if they wished land to be included as possible development
sites. This was undertaken in August 2014. A "Developers/landowners" event was arranged for
the 26th September in the village hall. The event was advertised in the September issue of the
village newsletter, on facebook and by posters distributed throughout the village.
The advert for this event forms Appendix 8.
Presentations were made on the 26th September by three companies, Gladman Development,
Optimis Consulting Ltd, and Smiths Gore. The event was very well attended by an estimated
190 residents. Each company presented to the attendees in turn and the public were given an
opportunity to ask questions to each company following on from each presentation.
An “any questions” session was held at the end of the event where members of the public could
ask the Steering Group about the Neighbourhood Plan.
Questionnaires were given out at the meeting to get residents’ opinions of the presentations and
82 were returned. The questionnaire forms Appendix 9 and the results of these questionnaires
forms Appendix 10.
Unfortunately opinion was very much divided as to where development should take place. For
every person who strongly favoured a particular site there seemed to be another who was
vehemently against it.
The results therefore did not give the steering group an entirely clear mandate to include any
one particular site, but it did seem to indicate a preference for sites 16 & 17 and 21 and that Site
7 should be excluded. However 82 responses may not be indicative for a village with over 700
dwellings.
It was made clear at the meeting that these sites were not the only sites that were available for
development.

9.

Site Selection

The Steering Group met with the consultant from rCOH Ltd on the 23rd October. As a result of
the comments made at this meeting and at the earlier planning workshop, the Steering Group
was advised to ask the village as a whole whether residents would prefer that the two aspects
of the village be joined by developing along Station Road or whether the village would prefer
spreading the development around the village. It was decided that, as most residents were in
favour of the proposed settlement boundary, sites outside the boundary would not be included
in any of the options to be put forward.
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A number of residents attended the next Steering Group meeting to discuss the two options that
were going to be put forward. It was suggested however that these two options did not give the
residents enough choice and two further options were put forward.

10. Public Vote

At the Steering Group meeting on the 23rd October it was agreed to hold a public event before
Christmas to vote on the resulting four options for development. The dates of 23rd & 24th
November were chosen. However as the copy date for the November newsletter was the 15th
October there was no opportunity to advertise the event in the newsletter. Therefore the
steering group distributed flyers to every dwelling in Cheddington telling residents about the
event. The copy of the flyer forms Appendix 11. Posters were also displayed throughout the
village and a copy of the poster forms Appendix 12.
However just before the event an e-mail was received from AVDC stating that three of the
options were undeliverable as they contained a site that had a disused orchard which has a
high ecological value and overhead power cables running through it with a power sub-station
on site. Unfortunately it was too late to cancel the event, but a note was placed on the
presentation boards alerting all the residents who attended of the position so that expectations
were not raised that could not be carried out later. The wording as agreed with AVDC forms
Appendix 13.
478 votes were taken.The results of this vote forms Appendix 14.
It was considered that there was not enough evidence from the vote to try to “join up” the village
along Station Road as AVDC would resist the option.
After taking advice from the consultant at rCOH Ltd and from AVDC one option remained as the
only viable option.

11. Pre-Submission Consultation

In January 2015, Cheddington Parish Council published the Draft Neighbourhood Plan for
consultation. The document was made available in a number of ways, from e-mails to local
organisations and statutory consultees, on-line on the Cheddington Website, and on Facebook,
hard copies were available to be read at a number of locations in the village and at two public
events in the village hall on 25th January and 3rd February.
The advert for the Public Consultation Period forms Appendix 19.
A comment sheet was produced so that residents and interested parties could comment on the
draft plan. This comment shhet forms Appendix 16.The comments from both statutory
consultees and residents resulted in a number of changes which were put to Cheddington
Parish Council for acceptance at the meeting on the 4th March 2015. It was agreed that two
representatives from the council would have a meeting with Louise Anderson, Senior Planner at
Aylesbury Vale District Council to discuss the final draft and further amendments were made
especially with regard to the Green Space Document. The final CNP was accepted at the Parish
Council meeting on 1st April 2015 and prepared for submission to Aylesbury Vale District
Council.

12. Parish Assembly

All the Cheddington residents were invited to a presentation of the final CNP at the annual
Parish Assembly on 18th March 2015. The parish assembly was advertised in the March issue of
the village newsletter, on the village website, on the Parish Council noticeboard and in the
Leighton Buzzard Observer.
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13. Consultation with AVDC

Regular contact had been maintained with senior officers in the AVDC Forward Plans
Department via e-mail , telephone and meetings to keep the officers up to date with the
development of the Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan.
A full list of all consultees appears at Appendix 19.

14. Changes Made Resulting From Responses to the Pre-Submision
Consultation

The pre-submission consultation ran from 5th January to 16th February. Nearly 100 comments
were received, mainly from local residents but also from developers/landowners and statutory
consultees and these were mostly supportive.
A number of changes were made to the CNP as a result of the consultation, including :I.

The boundaries to the allocated sites were amended to reflect a density of about 25
dwellings per hectare as suggested by AVDC

II.

A belt of trees was incorporated into the plan between the allocated sites and the houses on
Mentmore Road.

III.

The Croft Meadows Site was removed from the list of Green Spaces

IV.

The staged phasing of the development of the allocated sites was removed.

V.

A number of residents were concerned about traffic and access to the development in the
Barkham Close / Partridge Close area and it was decided that the development should
have more than one access.

A report from rCoh Ltd to the CNP Steering Group detailing proposed changes to the CNP
following the Pre-Submission Consultation is included at Appendix 17 for further information.
A summary of the 85 responses from Cheddington Residents is included at Appendix 18.
A full list of persons and organisations consulted is included at Appendix 19.
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APPENDIX 1 : ADVERT IN CHEDDINGTON NEWSLETTER - FEBRUARY
2014
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APPENDIX 2 : COPY FROM CHEDDINGTON NEWSLETTER - FEBRUARY 2014
Have Your Say Day
Don’t miss your opportunity to help shape the future of our village.
How much future development should there be in the village? Should it be in one place or spread
around? Should it be phased over time? What improved facilities should there be for young people,
families or the older generation? What are the best features of the village that need to be
preserved?
These are just some of the issues for discussion at the informal “Have Your Say Day “at the Village
Hall on Sunday 2nd March from 10a.m. to 2 p.m.
Come along, meet other residents as you walk around the displays and offer your views.
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APPENDIX 3 :QUESTIONNAIRE
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13

APPENDIX 4 RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

14

15

16

APPENDIX 5 "POST IT " NOTES FROM "HAVE YOUR SAY DAY"

Category
Broadband
Bus Service

Community Hub

Health

Infrastructure

Pathways

Pub

Comments Received on Post-it Notes
Broadband
Improved bus service
Improve bus service from Aylesbury to Cheddington by putting on a night bus
at around 11:30 to bring young people back on Friday and Sat.
A community hub e.g. shop/café/library/Dr surgery/post office sounds like a
positive for Cheddington.
Post office and tea room.
Suggestion. Care centre or health centre with sheltered or private homes on
land behind Partridge Close.
Add health centre if possible.
Far better infrastructure required:Healthcare, bus service, school/preschool,
Recreation facilities for all ages
All age developments
Before doing anything, better infrastructure ie health facilities, parking, road
maintenance, broadband, water/sewerage.
Ensure all necessary infrastructure is in place for any additional homes.
Consider impact on road safety with the additional traffic.
Would like walk-way / cycle-way to Mentmore.
Public access via footbpath or bridleway to Southend Hill and links with other
footpaths to allow circular walks.
Footpath along Long Maston Road.
A cycle path / off road around the village.
Better footpaths to surrounding villages: Long Maston; Mentmore
Pub
Pub
Ensure The Old Swan stays a pub
Reopen Old Swan as a pub.
School
Would like to see development planned with the school. I understand the school
is at capacity now so it would either need to be expanded or more schools be
built in the area

School

Consider impact on school capacity.
How would the preschool and school expand to accommodate more families
with children coming to the village? Is there room to expand the schools?

Scout Hut

What will be the impact on transport to secondary school? More buses? What
about secondary school spaces?
Improved facilities for scouts/guides
We would like to preserve the asset of the Scout Group and the land it has. The
building itself needs replacement.
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Shop

Talk to the Scout Group (the group is grown then 100 families) about their
plans and join these into the village plan.
Replacement Scout Hut.
Scout Hut needs replacing – if all our support goes to new pavilion where does
this leave scout group?
Shop
Shop
A few additional shops
More sport facilities, maybe outdoor gym.
Internet Café at Sports Pavillion
Cricket pitch/green would be good.
Free access to the tennis courts especially in school holidays.
We need: A new pavilion and village café at the rec with skate park and zip
wire for the older children and perhaps a picnic area and a tube slide and allweather nets for football.
Picnic area for families.
Better play areas would be great. Our park as it is doesn’t work for all age
groups and isn’t enough play equipment for busy times. Also not well lit when
darker nights draw in quicker.

Sports and Leisure

The Elderly

Train Station

I would love to see landscaped pathways and a pavilion to encourage families
to get out and meet other families in the village. I think we are well served for
picnic areas in the region. Cricket nets would be good if enough interest.
Skateboard park.
Somewhere to cycle safely.
Don’t think we need outdoor gym equipment or multi-use goal, otherwise good
suggestions re play equipment. Picnic area.
New pavilion and café - possibly good idea but less space at Village Hall as
opposed to Rec. Will people hiring hall want the noise etc of kids outside.
Café with some indoor space for children to play.
More for teenagers to do including outdoor equipment
Facilities and accommodation for older people who need to downsize or extra
care – maisonettes, to buy or rent, residential care.
When we are elderly we want to stay in the village
Preserve the station
Turn the ticket office into a nursery
Protect the station.
Lobby for a train leaving Euston at about 19:00 to stop at Cheddington. That 1
change would let me use Cheddington rather than Tring.
Keep the station open!
The station was the first ever branch line from Cheddington to Aylesbury and it
should be reopened and there should be a campsite. I would like a model
railway club and more play facilities for older people. Age 10.

Village Hall

Village Hall enlarge ground.
Improve / expand children’s play equipment eg at land by Village Hall
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Certainly can’t afford to lose any amenities to convert to housing.
Open green spaces within the village are important to enhance the general
village feel.
Would like the village to stay as it is with the assets that we have already.
School, shop, churches, station, village hall etc are all very important. More
houses will necessitate more facilities, more facilities thereby gradually losing
the village feel.
Protect churches, school, shop, pubs – church walk and playing fields,
allotments.
No building without parking space included.

General Comments

The fields around Cheddington act as our natural sponges. Croft Meadows field
is totally saturated down by the railway. Where will all this water go if the
houses are built on this and other sites?
We need to integrate council provision and voluntary provision across the
community e.g. the Scout Hall on Station Road should be utilized more by the
community.
As has already been mentioned. Developing means less of a village is left.
Protect views to Mentmore.
We need to grow as a village keep interest and positive attitudes into growth
for all ages.
We need to grow as a village. Age 6.
There is nothing in Cheddington for older teenagers – always made to feel
unwelcome.
Yes to more trees and landscaping to screen the railway.
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Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan
“Post-It” notes re Housing sites at Have Your Say Day
Why only 50 new houses, we could accommodate at least 100. Where to build?
Mentmore Road, or opposite the Top shop. Against infill – it is good to have
green spaces in the village.
Must not impact on current views. Ideal locations would be to build between
Station and the village (big open space)
Not ideal sites are 7 or 5 – access limited.
road and links station to village.

Ideal sites 22 and 28a – links to main

Not 7 or 5. Perhaps along the road on 18/22/21/28a/24/25
5 and 7 not ideal as access is not good enough for another 100 houses.
Drainage problems with 7 & 5. 18 & 28a seem the best for communications and
services. Always include affordable homes.
Not at 7 or 5 or 28a.

Suggest 13 / 14 / 22 – suggest large houses a few at a time.

5 / 7 could access main road – missing out centre of the village.
Sites 16 & 17 ideal. Sites along railway are subject to possible flooding.
Prefer 5. 7. 13. 14. Not orchard area.
Definitely not 7. 28a. 5. 3. Prefer 22. 32. 18. 13. 14. Preferably large houses
and scattered, not one big development.
7. 13. 5. 7 & 5 can have independent access onto main road. Important to have
mixed housing each with at least 2 car parking spaces. NOT 28a would lose
only quiet walk.. 35 is wet and has one access point onto main road near an
existing crossroad – create congestion. 35 & 18 like to hear Sheep.
Only few houses to be built in 7 bordering to of Hillside some on 17 back of Barkham
Close some on 14 on the Baulk. NO 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 7. 35 (esp part that borders
on to the High Street). 6. 8. 9. 10. 11. 13. 15. 16. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24.
25.

Prefer the idea of several lots of a few houses (up to 10)
Suggested sites 18; only along the edge of Mentmore Road (both sides). 7 ONLY
bordering Leeches Way (5 houses). 22 Bordering Station Road only.
NOT 8. 9. 14. 16. 17. 21. 28a. 28b. 35. 22. 24. 25. (rest of) 17.
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18 / 22 are good potential sites to expand village. Centre of village has sufficient
density already.
Plots 16. 18. 13. 14 seem best. Perhaps 22. Not 5. 7. 32. 35. Not the orchards.
Preserve views of existing houses.
Prefer 22. 13. 14. 16.
Not 7..

Not orchards 21 28a, need to preserve wooded areas.

Please no buildings on the orchards, they are a wonderful piece of our heritage
and great environment for wildlife and birds.
Preserve the orchards – they are a haven for wintering birds like Redwing. Also
great for a variety of birds such as Woodpecker, Jays and a host of rarer
species. The only place I have ever heard a Cuckoo. Wonderful site.
No building on the orchards or school site or recreational fields or village green.
Maybe13.14
Number 22 had the first branch line on and should be kept.
Keep close to the village centre (school area) with a mixture of small
developments.
Not 25 / 24 as would increase the risk of flooding to Station Road houses.
Not 35 as it has Ridge and Furrow medieval system, never ploughed.
Site 35 shows historical Ridge and Furrow.
Not site 35 as it lies at the bottom of a slight hill, the possibility of flooding if this area
is developed is very high.
The area of land at 35 prevents flooding of property at High Street.
I’d go with 32 or 35 to keep new homes at the heart of the village.
Use good access via Croft Meadow to build up to the railway and towards the
village hall (horse field). Railway is a natural boundary to the village and could
protect against sprawl into open fields and could lead to orchard
development.
Need affordable bungalows for residents of Cheddington that privately own small
houses and in need of single storey living plot 32. 35.
Definitely housing for the elderly and a home should be considered for those that
21

need support. More housing needed for under 40s – Partridge Close a brilliant
model – private and assisted housing.
Village needs Retirement properties – prefer flats and Affordable housing for first
time buyers.
Retirement flats on land opposite Barkham Close. Land behind High Street
because School could have a separate Infant unit and Pre-School on other side
of footpath at end of school field.
We MUST have improved infrastructure BEFORE considering ANY development.
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APPENDIX 6 : INFORMATION SENT TO INVITEES TO THE CHEDDINGTON
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN PLANNING WORKSHOP: 24 JULY 2014
CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
Planning Workshop: Structure & Format
Purpose
To engage stakeholders in defining the range and nature of the policies and proposals to be
incorporated into the Draft Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan (CNP).
Objectives
The workshop should achieve the following objectives:



Provide the CNP Steering Group and its advisors with proposals for the development of the
Draft Plan in terms of the range of policies and proposals to be included in the CNP
Ensure all attendees are well informed, have the opportunity to participate and enjoy the
event.

Style
The workshop will be disciplined but informal. The presentation will focus on informing attendees of
the key facts and context, and on explaining the purpose and structure of the sessions.
Attendees will be divided into three or four groups for the duration of the workshop. Each group will
comprise a wide cross-section of the local and other stakeholders. A Facilitator will ‘chair’ the
group’s discussions on each of the four session tasks, will take notes and will present to the final
plenary session a two-minute summary of selected parts of the group’s work. They will also see to
ensure that all attendees are able to participate and that dominant voices are managed.
Content
An introductory 20 min presentation will summarise the State of the Parish Report and especially the
range of potential policies and proposals that the Plan may contain. Then, there will be sessions of
30-45 minutes that focus on the selected policy themes: Housing, Community & Environment.
A list of potential policies and proposals under each theme will be given to each group for each
session to answer the following questions:




Should the CNP have a policy on this subject?
If so, is it already clear what the policy should say or do we need to think through some
options?
Is there a policy or proposal that’s missing from the list?

All attendees will receive a short FAQ on the CNP project in advance, which should avoid the need
to cover the general background on the Plan at the workshop.
A summary note of the conclusions of each table’s discussion will be prepared by the
Facilitators and circulated to all attendees. It will also form part of the statement of community
involvement that will be prepared at the time of the submission of the final version of the CNP to
Aylesbury Vale District Council.
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Itinerary
The workshop will start at 18.00 and last for three hours as follows:
 18.00 Welcome, introductions & housekeeping
 18.05 Presentation of the State of the Parish Report
 18.30 Session One
 19.00 Session Two
 19.30 Session Three
 20.00 Session Four (if required – subject to number of attendees)
 20.30 Plenary: Summary of Session
 21.00 Thanks & Close
The topics for each session will be decided when the number of attendees is known.
There will be refreshments available for attendees from 18.00 at the venue and throughout the
workshop (so there will be no dedicated breaks between sessions). Similarly, comfort breaks can be
taken at any time during the sessions.

Cheddington Neighbourhood Development Plan
Planning Workshop: Thursday 24th July 2014 6pm – 9pm
At Cheddington Village Hall
Frequently Asked Questions
Purpose
These questions have been prepared by the Cheddington NP Steering Group to provide attendees
to the Planning Workshop on 24th July 2014 with a background to the project.
This background will not be covered at the workshop itself so attendees are encouraged to read its
contents so they are able to fully participate.
What is the Neighbourhood Plan?
A Neighbourhood Plan is a new way of local communities engaging in the local planning system,
following the Localism Act 2011. As one type of development plan document, the NDP has a
statutory status in the consideration of planning applications, once adopted by the local planning
authority (in this case Aylesbury Vale District Council). The preparation of a Plan is governed by
special regulations that set out the process, which must include significant engagement with the
local community.
Why is Cheddington preparing one?
The Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group began the process of preparing a plan earlier this year to
take the opportunity presented by the Localism Act to positively plan for the future of the Village
and its surrounding countryside. It is also being developed to supplement the forthcoming Vale of
Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP), which will replace the 2004 Local Plan and also will provide the
framework for local decision making on planning issues.
How long will it take and what are the steps?
The Steering Group hopes to submit its plan to the District Council by December of 2014 for an
examination by an independent examiner early in 2015. If it is able to do this, the plan may be ready
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to go to referendum vote for adoption in spring 2015. The plan would then become the main
document against which planning applications in the Parish will be judged and also to provide
added opportunity to meet the needs of the community.
To achieve this goal, the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has published a ‘State of the Parish’
report that is available on its website. The report provides a summary of information that will be used
to prepare the Draft Neighbourhood Plan. During the preparation of the Steering Group will
continue to engage the local community.
Why is the Planning Workshop important and what is expected of me?
The workshop is an important step and continues the process of preparing the Draft Neighbourhood
Plan. It will provide the Steering Group and its advisors with a clear direction for the range and
nature of policies that should be developed for inclusion in the Draft Plan.
It has been structured to encourage and enable every attendee to participate and to enjoy the
event. Everyone will be able discuss the policy themes identified in the ‘State’ report - Housing,
Community Facilities and the Environment.
The event will last up to three hours with refreshments and comfort breaks available throughout. All
that is asked is that attendees do a little ‘homework’ beforehand!
So what do I need to read in advance?
In addition to the State of the Parish Report there are two other key documents that if you have the
time you would benefit from being familiar with. In priority order, they are:



the adopted Aylesbury Vale Local Plan (published by the District Council in 2004 – see here:
http://www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk/planning-policy/adopted-aylesbury-vale-district-localplan/)
the National Planning Policy Framework (published by the Department of Communities & Local
Government in March 2012 – see here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/nationalplanning-policy-framework--2)

We look forward to seeing you at the Workshop.
Rob Grant
Chair,
Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group
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APPENDIX 7: RESPONSES FROM THE CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
PLANNING WORKSHOP: 24 JULY 2014
1. Housing & Development Theme Notes:
Three key issues:
•
•
•

Location
Type/tenure
Design Location:

Two scenarios: ‘connect the two parts of the village’ and ‘grow the main village’
The first focuses on land along Station Road between the cluster of buildings near the station
access and the Mentmore Road junction, and includes the orchard land towards the church – it
would comprise not only new housing sites but also the replacement/improvement of community
facilities and car parking
The second focuses on delivering a number of small housing sites on the edge of the main village
area
The first would include one or more of the following sites: 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25 and 28A (on
attached plan) + one/two small brownfield site within the station area (not on plan) – land known to
be available for development in bold
The second would include one or more of the following sites: 7, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 35
In both cases, there would be more than enough available land to meet a perceived suitable and
acceptable housing number of 50-100 new homes in the period 2014 – 2029, provided enough land
is confirmed as being available in the plan period by the land owners
It was accepted that the village should be regarded as a ‘larger village’ in the AVDC settlement
hierarchy as it does have a school, shop, pub, church, village hall, recreation ground and station. It
is known that the former Vale of Aylesbury Plan (VAP) had supported circa.50 homes at
Cheddington and that it is likely the new Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP) will require more from
the ‘larger villages’.
It was noted that the school is at capacity but that it was unlikely the education authority would
object to housing development of this scale, other non-planning ways of managing school places
may be addressed. It was also noted that there appears to be no means of increasing the school
capacity to 1.5FE or 2FE, nor a local desire to do so
The benefits of the first scenario are (in no order): ‘make one village’, close to the station for
commuters, lower landscape sensitivity, deliver new car parking, traffic management to Station
Road, replacement scout hut, new car park for church, transfer of orchard to community ownership
to manage successfully and anew footpath on Station Road to walk from main village to station.
The weaknesses of the scenario are: busier Station Road, loss of orchard, loss of countryside,
development close to pylons, development close to railway line and won’t be able to fund traffic
calming in main village
The benefits of the second scenario: sites in walking distance of shop, school, rec etc., smaller sites
will finish off some parts of the village, may pay for traffic calming on Mentmore Road/High Street
The weaknesses of the scenario are: ‘village cramming’, loss of glimpses to countryside, loss of
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local character and amenity
Type/Tenure
Evidence of current house types and prices shows clear deficit of ‘lower-middle market’ 2/3 bed
homes suited to younger households moving in or up and to ‘downsizing’ older households wanting
to stay in the village.
Smaller sites developed by local/regional builders are more likely to deliver these types of homes
Affordability problems are common in the general area – there are no special issues in the village
that are not faced by other local villages but the supply of smaller homes, including flats, will
broaden the mix of local homes types which is currently skewed towards larger, detached homes
Therefore probably want to ensure as many sites as possible are >14 homes to trigger the AVDC
affordable housing policy
Some interest in self-build homes as part of larger sites
Design
No current Village Design Statement but there are a number of principles of good design that are
specific to Cheddington – these principles should be defined in a simple character analysis report
(Parish Council, History Society and AVDC?)
Important that car parking standards are applied to ensure more than one space per dwelling
Site allocations should ensure existing footpaths are retained or better permeability through the
village can be
achieved.
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Notes on Housing (2)
Numbers; 50 if the mix is correct (ward homes development – Brownlow Lane area is a good
example of mix. Church Hill is a bad design with large houses at the entrance and small houses
crowded in at the back)
Type; no second or third homes; Good mix in types to keep it inclusive 2 and 3 bedroom semidetached; Must include first time buyer properties possibly flats (maisonettes) to meet affordable
requirements.
Adequate off street parking 1 space per bedroom and adjacent to property.
Housing for the elderly including sheltered housing, if provided, would free up housing for families.
Put covenants within the deeds to stop them being extended
Adequate gardens and outside green spaces.
Adequate lighting for foot ways.
Sites; Preferable plots 16, 17, 21, 25, 32, 35
Unique affordable housing allocations to the village
Limit max numbers per site
Possible ribbon development down Station Road but need to avoid urban sprawl
Move scout hut
No houses under pylons
Possible community right to build order for scout hut possibly on the recreation ground
Designs standards (BREEAM very good)
Encourage solar electricity. (solar tiles – not panels)
Possible community heating schemes (eco thermal)
Rain water harvesting and grey water reuse
Properties to have a very high water efficiencies (very low use) water discharge lower than 80 litres
per day
RIBA space standards
Include integral bird and bat boxes in new homes.
Partridge Close is a good example of design for a rural exception scheme.

Environment Theme Notes:
Four key issues:
• Local Green Spaces
• Community Orchard
• Footpath Network
• Biodiversity
Local Green Spaces:
Existing Green Spaces have been identified by the steering group. Out of these, the ones not in
Parish ownership should be designated as Local Green Spaces.
The spaces identified and discussed were:
 The Green - for its playground and recreational qualities.
 The Allotment site and the land immediately surrounding it. This land should be considered
for possible future expansion of the allotment site as demand may increase over the plan
period and beyond. The land west of the Village Hall should also be designated.
 The land off Lammas Road which is currently being used for sport and recreation by
Cheddington Combined School.
 The land off Goose Acre and Brownlow Lane
 The land off Sunny Bank
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Community Orchard
Most agreed that a community orchard is a great idea in theory as it relates to the history of the
village. However some were sceptic as to how it would be managed and the real long term
demand, would enough people use it? Its use needs to be defined along with the management
and upkeep.
Some believed the orchard would be more viable as part commercial orchard and part
community run, perhaps a weekly farmers market would create more interest?
There were two ideas as to where the orchard should be located:
 Along the railway line where some trees already exist. This could simultaneously work as
a landscape buffer between the village and the railway line. There was an idea of creating
a foot path along the orchard to link in with a “round route” circling the village.


On part of the land marked as 28A on the steering group’s map of sites. This is one of the
existing traditional orchard and there were ideas of creating a mixed use scheme on this
site, incorporating an orchard on part of it together with a community hub.

Footpath Network
Most agreed that a footpath network is needed and several routes were suggested:
 A footpath from Blenheim Close to Westend Hill (the Manor)
 A footpath from the village to the station, could this be achieved through the Church
Path?
 The old railway line was also mentioned as a possibility.
The main consensus however, was that there should be a circular walk around the village.
Should the CNP identify land for housing development towards the station, the route should
take into consideration this new part and include the station in the footpath network.
Biodiversity
The CNP may want to include a policy on biodiversity to safeguard the habitats for badgers,
Pipistrelle bats, Brown long-eared bats and Nobel Chafer beetles.
The areas in need of protection are mainly north of the village by the existing traditional
orchards but also by Croft Meadow Fields to the south. Further areas may need to be
considered.
COMMUNITY FACILITIES - NOTES
Scout Hut-1930’s wooden building standing on own land at edge of village. There is a problem
with parking but have own land for camping which is important. Needs replacing or
redeveloping.
Suggestions;
 Car parking necessary.
 Could consider selling current land for housing and relocate to land next to church
which also need car parking. Sale of land could provide funds for new scout hut.
 Would like a new footpath on eastern side of road leading to the church.
 Could relocate to Recreation ground and share car park.
 Could consider combining with a community hub but with different rooms for different
groups.
 If next to village hall could provide a hub for the village when not in use.
 Must have space for camping and scouts bonfires.
 Could relocate to pavilion ground and have 2 separate buildings.
Pavilion - Not really used for much at all. Has space to include other facilities. Needs
refurbishing/rebuilding.
Suggestions;
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 Could combine with Scout Hut on same ground.
 External lavatories might encourage more use of sport/spectators.
 The facility might be better used if it had proper changing rooms and showers.
 Redesigning for indoor pursuits such as 5-a-side football could encourage more use.
 Could be put to better use as café facilities, community hub and/or Parish Council
offices.
 The tennis club currently use the facilities but would all need improving.
 Building not fit for purpose. Could this in turn be relocated and land sold. Village Hall
Currently well used but often solidly booked for months ahead. Suggestions;
 Main hall is too large for smaller events such as Parish Council meetings.
 Planning application due to be submitted for extensions at either end. One for
storage and the other for a further meeting facility.
 Move the Recreation ground up to 32/35 on land map and combine all facilities;
scout hut, pavilion, tennis club, extra parking, community hub etc. Then use the
Recreation land for developing new homes.
Ticket Office - Network rail are looking at ways to re-use redundant office.
Suggestions;
 Might be suitable as a café or tea rooms.
 Could it be used as a private nursery?
School If the parish is to grow then the school will need to expand to cope with new
pupils, already over-subscribed
Suggestions;
 School land is vitally important and needs protecting.
 Not possible to build upwards, the only two classrooms that might be suitable are
50’s built and it would be impossible to completely rebuild, as nowhere for pupils to
go temporarily.
 Alternative is to move the Slapton and Horton children out.
 It might be possible to extend the school on part of Croft Meadow or expand the
school building and expand the playing field onto Croft Meadow.
 The school needs to address the traffic issues when parents drop off and collect
children.
 The junior classes could be built upwards
 The pre-school could be moved out and housed separately in a new building.
 The school will have to be extended.
Protection - Protection of existing facilities.
Suggestions;
 Protect the Swan pub.
 The shop is well-used and needs protecting. Are there ways that the business could
be expanded?
 The Post Office needs to be reinstated.
 Protect the Three Horseshoes Public House.
 List of Community Assets to be submitted to AVDC. There is already a list of assets in
the State of the Parish Report.
 Protect the allotments and the village green.
 Protect the clock
 Protect the 5-bar gate looking into Croft Meadow.
 Church The church is some distance from the village.
 Suggestions;
 If the scout hut were relocated here they could share parking facilities.
 The church is quite small and could do with its own community facilities; it was once
the hub of the village.
 The Methodist Chapel has parking problems. Could the twice-weekly doctor’s
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surgery be moved to a new community hub?
 Could the Methodist Chapel be used as the Community Hub?
Other

Suggestions;
 Is there a need for skate park/facilities for youth?
 The recreation ground is too isolated, could bring all the recreation facilities and
buildings closer to the village hall.
 Is there space for a youth café along the line of the one in Aston Clinton?
 The station car park is full and the charges too high. Could the parish build their own
station car park and combine it with small business units. As a community enterprise?
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APPENDIX 8 : ADVERT IN CHEDDINGTON NEWSLETTER
- SEPTEMBER 2014
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APPENDIX 9 : RESIDENTS COMMENTS FORMS AT THE DEVELOPERS AND
LANDOWNERS PUBLIC MEETING
CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - PUBLIC MEETING – FRIDAY 26TH
SEPTEMBER 2014

RESIDENTS’ COMMENTS
YOUR

POSTCODE LU7 _ _ _

Your views on Site 7 – Field behind Leeches Way and Gooseacre
Presentation by Laura Tilston – Gladman Developers
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;
Comments;

Your views on Site 21. Part of the Orchard from Station Road towards Church Hill.
Presentation by Phillippa Martin-Moran. Optimis Consulting Ltd.
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;

Comments;
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Your views on Site 35 – Land adjacent to Croft Meadows
Presentation by Jennifer Thomas – Smiths Gore
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;

Comments;

Yours views on Sites 16 and 17 – Barkham Close and Partridge Close
Presentation by Jennifer Thomas – Smiths Gore
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;

Comments;
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Yours views on Site 18 Field along Mentmore Road / Long Marston Road
Presentation by Jennifer Thomas – Smiths Gore
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;

Comments;

Yours views on Site 22 Field along Station Road / Mentmore Road
Presentation by Jennifer Thomas – Smiths Gore
FOR or AGAINST ?
Pros;

Cons;

Comments;
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APPENDIX 10 : RESPONSES TO THE COMMENTS FORMS AFTER THE DEVELOPERS AND
LANDOWNERS PUBLIC MEETING

Site 21

Description
Field - r/o Leeches Way &
Gooseacre
Part of Orchard from Stn Rd to
Church Hill

SIte 35

Land Adjacent to Croft Meadow

29

26

20

7

Site 16 & 17

Barkham Close & Partridge Close

40

16

13

13

Site 18

Field Mentmore Rd / L Marston Rd

26

32

6

18

Site 22

Field Mentmore Rd / Station Rd

34

26

12

10

SIte 7

For

Against Partial

Not
Answered

8

61

7

6

40

17

17

8

82 completed questionnaires/comments forms were received.
'Partial ' means the resident has indicated in favour of the site but with fewer dwellings than
proposed at the presentation.
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APPENDIX 11 FLYER FOR PUBLIC VOTE 23rd AND 24th NOVEMBER

CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOO PLAN
PUBLIC EVENT – VILLAGE HALL
rd
SUNDAY 23 NOVEMBER 11.00am to 3.30pm and MONDAY 24TH NOVEMBER 7pm
to 9pm
Residents please attend this event to vote on your preferred choice for
development in the village. Info on 4 options at www.cheddington.org.uk. On the
PC Noticeboard (The Green). At Mason’s Stores in Barkham Close (Top Shop)
YOUR VOTE IS NEEDED AT THIS EVENT
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APPENDIX 12 POSTER FOR PUBLIC VOTE 23rd AND 24th NOVEMBER
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APPENDIX 13 : WORDING AGREED WITH AVDC TO BE DISPLAYED AT THE PUBLIC VOTE
Option A

The site 21, in this option is classified as a Traditional Orchard. It contains several
species of importance. AVDC, and the Parish Council, are obliged
to initially resist any development on this site in line with national policy and the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act.
However if the village were to vote for this option then there is a system called
"biodiversity offsetting" whereby, after negotiation between the landowners and
AVDC it may be possible to develop part of this site in return for improved
management of the remainder of the area in respect of wildlife and orchards.

Option B
The sites 21,28a, 24,25 in this option are classified as Traditional Orchard and Site
28a is also a Local Wildlife Site. (LWS 91106). They contain several species of
importance.
AVDC, and
the
Parish
Council,
are
obliged
to initially resist any development on these sites in line with national policy and the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act.
However if the village were to vote for this option then there is a system called
"biodiversity offsetting" whereby, after negotiation between the landowners and
AVDC it may be possible to develop parts of these sites in return for improved
management of the remainder of the area in respect of wildlife and orchards.

Option C
The site 21, in this option is classified as a Traditional Orchard. It contains several
species of importance. AVDC, and the Parish Council, are obliged
to initially resist any development on this site in line with national policy and the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act.
However if the village were to vote for this option then there is a system called
"biodiversity offsetting" whereby, after negotiation between the landowners and
AVDC it may be possible to develop part of this site in return for improved
management of the remainder of the area in respect of wildlife and orchards.
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APPENDIX 14 RESULTS OF THE PUBLIC VOTE
1st Choice
Number
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D

50
179
95
147

Spoils

7

No 2nd
Choice
Total

1st
2nd Choice
2nd
Aggregate
Aggregate
Choice % Number
Choice % Number
Percentage
10%
90
19%
140
15%
37%
87
18%
266
29%
20%
161
34%
256
28%
31%
115
24%
262
28%
1%

7

1%

0

18

4%

478

478

41
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APPENDIX 15 ADVERT FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION
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APPENDIX 16 : COMMENT SHEET FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION PERIOD

Draft Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan Comment Sheet
Please complete one form for every paragraph you wish to comment on.
Please be aware that we will not accept comments that are irrelevant to the content
of the Neighbourhood Plan, racist, abusive, or libellous.
Your comments will be made publicly available however your personal details
will not be and will only be used for reference purposes.
Name:Address:Email:Which paragraph of the plan are you commenting on?
Please state your comments or concerns?

Please tell us an alternative approach which would alleviate your concerns?

Is there anything missing from the plan?

Thank you for your comments
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APPENDIX 17 : REPORT TO CNP STEERING GROUP FROM rCOH LtdRe - Proposed changes to CNP following Pre-Submission Consultation
CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
REGULATION 14 REPORT: FEBRUARY 2015
Purpose
1. The purpose of this report is to summarise the outcome of the consultation period on the Pre
Submission Cheddington Neighbourhood Plan (CNP) held January - February 2015. The report
makes some recommendations on how the CNP should proceed in the light of representations
made.
2. The report will be published by Cheddington Parish Council (CPC) as it will be appended to the
Consultation Statement that will accompany the submitted CNP in due course, in line with the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
3. During the consultation period there were many representations made by local people, by the
statutory consultees and developers/landowners. The responses from the local community
have been reviewed and analysed by the CNP Steering Group and its summary of those
responses is reported separately.
4. This report therefore summarises those representations made by the statutory consultees and
developers/landowners.

Consultation Analysis
5. The local planning authority – Aylesbury Vale District Council (AVDC) – has provided a formal
response to the CNP. CPC has been in regular dialogue with AVDC during the preparation of
the CNP. AVDC has raised issues on some of the proposed policies and has made a number
of suggestions on how the final document wording may be improved. These issues relate to:
 Policy 1 – make clearer what ‘countryside interests’ means and consider drawing a
settlement boundary around the northern part of the village
 Policy 2 – delete phasing of site (i) for 2017 as this cannot support a reason for refusal;
include site areas and review extent of sites so that capacities make efficient use of land –
make clear what is not defined as developable land on each site; the policies do not
specifically encourage housing types suited to younger/smaller households; proportions of
housing types suited to older households should be defined and justified; suggest adding
principle to each allocation relating to biodiversity
 Policy 3 – add a third principle that the proposals should have regard to the setting of the
nearby Listed Building (25 High Street)
 Policy 4 – cross reference to Policy 5 for appropriate design principles
 Policy 5 – consider using AVDC car parking standards for dwellings of more than 2
bedrooms and make clear it applies to on plot provision
 Policy 6 – divide into more than one policy; strengthen evidence to justify the Landscape of
Heritage Value designation and consider splitting its heritage and landscape values
 Policy 7 – provide more justification for how land at Croft Meadow meets the NPPF criteria
for designation and in any event re-consider its inclusion and the exclusion of the Station
Road orchard land
6. They have also commented on the Draft Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) report.
They have suggested some improvements are made, especially to the explanation of policy
assessments and of the alternatives. Finally, they have recommended a separate site
assessments report is prepared for the evidence base.
7. Buckinghamshire County Council has made comments on some specific policies:
 Policy 3 – noted that the school governors have indicated that there is no prospect of the
school being extended and the housing policies of the plan will not generate sufficient
demand for new places that cannot be met here or in the local area
 Policy 6 – suggest include ‘bridleways and cycleways’ in the policy wording to support the
provision of new access links; consider renaming the policy title to reflect ‘heritage’
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8. Thames Water has raised no objections to the scale or distribution of development in respect
of the capacity of the existing utilities infrastructure but has requested that a utilities policy is
added. Natural England and the Environment Agency have responded stating they had no
objections to the CNP and had no comments on the draft SEA.
9. Finally, representations have been made on behalf of the landowner of the allocated sites and
by land interests of land that has not been allocated. The landowner with the allocated sites
has generally supported those policies but has raised some key points:
 Policy 2 – the phasing of the allocations from 2017+ and the CIL dependency cannot be
justified as there is no guarantee that the CIL will be in place by that date and in any event
this intention is contrary to the NPPF; greater clarity is required on what is meant by
‘custom
build’ and the policy should not specify a specific proportion; the affordable housing
element should make reference to viability in agreeing the proportion of those homes
 Policy 3 – the Policies Map confuses this policy with the boundary of the Local Green Space
and this should be corrected – there is no objection to the designation of the Space itself
10. The owner of land not allocated at the junction of Mentmore Road/Station Road (known as Site
21) has objected to its exclusion as an allocation in Policy 2 and from within the defined
Settlement Boundary of Policy 1. It has also raised concerns that the CNP was not properly
informed of the ecological issues when assessing the site and more generally that the CNP
does not plan positively for housing growth over the plan period.
11. The developer of land off Leeches Way (known as Site 7) has objected to its exclusion as an
allocation in Policy 2 and more generally that the CNP does not plan positively for housing
growth over the plan period.

Modifying the Submission Plan
12. In general terms, the outcome of the consultation period is the general support of the local
planning authority – AVDC – and no objections being raised other than from land interests that
have not been favoured by the CNP.
13. However, it is recommended that the CNP should be modified to ensure that the submitted
version meets the Basic Conditions and/or provides an effective development management
tool, as follows:
 Policy 1 – modify the Settlement Boundary to take into account the modification of the
developable areas of sites allocated in Policy 2; no other revisions are necessary as the
northern, separate part of the village should not be promoted as a development location
and as Site 21 should not be allocated; clarify the meaning of ‘countryside interests’ in the
supporting text
 Policy 2 – modify the developable areas of sites allocated to allocate only the extent of land
required to deliver the estimated quantum of homes at an average density of 30
dwellings/Hectare; add the developable site areas to each part of the policy; delete the
phasing of each site; clarify the meaning of ‘custom build’ by pointing to the Government
definition and replace ‘10%’ with ‘a suitable proportion of’; add a caveat to the affordable
housing element relating to viability; add a requirement to sites 2(i) and 2(ii) to provide
housing types suited to smaller/start up households; add a cross reference to the CNP
biodiversity policy
 Policy 3 – consider deleting as unnecessary; if retained then modify the boundary with the
Local Green Space of Policy 7 on the Policies Map and also add a criterion relating to
heritage asset setting
 Policy 4 – add a cross reference to Policy 5 to define ‘appropriate in design terms’
 Policy 5 – modify 5(ii) to reference to AVDC standards for larger dwellings
 Policy 6 – divide into two policies (see Appendix A below): the first specific to the heritage
and landscape values (including making a clearer distinction between those values); the
second on green infrastructure and biodiversity (including making bridleways and
cycleways examples of green infrastructure features)
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 Policy 7 – no change, but add more detail to the separate LGS report on the selected sites in
relation to the NPPF para 77 criteria
 Other – prepare a CNP Site Assessments report to summarise the consideration of site
suitability and acceptability
 Other – add analysis of the policy assessments and of their reasonable alternatives to the
final SEA report
 Other – there is no need for any additional policy on utilities as the matter is already a
national and local planning policy and requires no duplication in the CNP
14. The objections from the land interests not favoured by the CNP policies are of a common
basis, i.e. the site assessments process has not been fully justified and the plan does not plan
for enough housing over its period and should not place a cap on housing in the absence of an
up-to-date Local Plan. In respect of the former, the process used to allocate suitable and
acceptable sites has been robust (although a specific site assessments report will make it
easier to communicate this work). The sites selected were consistent with the preferred spatial
strategy of the majority of the local community of focusing on growing the main village away
from important landscapes and green spaces.
15. Nor does the CNP cap housing development by allowing for new development within the
defined Settlement Boundary in addition to the site allocations. The estimated total quantum of
development, plus what may result from windfall schemes over the plan period, is well over
100 dwellings, which is more than double the target for housing supply set by the withdrawn
Vale of Aylesbury Plan for the village. Although there is no target yet, this is an indication of
how the CNP has sought to plan positively for housing growth in the absence of an up-to-date
Local Plan.
16. It is not therefore considered necessary to allocate Site 21 or 7 to meet the basic conditions as
the rationale for the proposed allocations is made clear in the policies (and will be covered in
the Basic Conditions Statement in due course) and there is no objective need for it to plan for
any additional housing growth. Further, Site 7 was considered inconsistent with the spatial
strategy as it would lead to development extending into a large area of countryside with no
obvious defensible boundary and that formed an integral part of the character of the Westend
Hill and Southend Hill landscape and Scheduled Ancient Monument setting. There was no
local community support for the inclusion of the site and there is no other evidence that would
overcome these serious policy constraints to justify an allocation. However, it is recommended
that this matter is made clearer in the final SEA Report.
17. The exclusion of Site 21 was as a result of the advice of AVDC, which made it clear that the
ecological value of the site was such that its allocation would be contrary to the development
plan and NPPF and AVDC would object to the CNP on that basis. The site location is
consistent with the spatial strategy (and with its alternative) and there was some local
community support for its inclusion. However, the strength of AVDC’s current opinion
continues to outweigh those factors. That said, it is not considered appropriate to designate the
site, or the other orchard sites on Station Road, as Local Green Spaces (as suggested by
AVDC), as the land may be preferred for development should a future review of the CNP need
to identify new housing growth locations.
18. The comments made on the Draft SEA report should be accommodated in the final report to
improve its clarity and the depth of its analysis of the submitted CNP.

Recommendations
19. It is recommended that:
 The policies and supporting text are changed with only minor modifications as described
above
 There are no other sites allocated
 The final SEA report is modified as necessary
 A CNP Site Assessments report is published for the evidence base
 The CNP is finalised for submission for examination, subject to the completion of their
respective Basic Conditions State
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APPENDIX A
Policy 5: Southend Hill and Westend Hill Heritage Asset & Special Landscape
The Neighbourhood Plan defines land at Southend and Westend Hills, as shown on the
Policies Map, as a non-designated heritage asset and as a landscape of special value.
Proposals for the development of any land for any purpose within the designated area will be
resisted.
4.31 This policy replaces the designation made by Policy RA8 (‘Local Landscape Area’) of the
AVDLP in respect of land at Southend Hill and Westend Hill. It does so firstly by identifying the land
as a non-designated heritage asset, which forms an essential open landscape setting to the
designated heritage asset of the Southend Hill Scheduled Ancient Monument at the crown of the hill.
Secondly, it continues to acknowledge the special landscape character of the hill that justified its
identification as a Local Landscape Area in the AVDLP.
4.32 In doing so, the policy intends to prevent any development of land within the area in order to
protect the special historic character of the setting to Southend Hill fort, especially in views to the hill
within the village but also in longer views from the north, south and east towards and over the
village. Given the significance of the open character of the hill to the Monument and to defining the
strong western edge of Cheddington, it is considered that there is no capacity of the landscape to
accommodate any development that encroaches into this space, or is isolated within it, without
seriously undermining this special character (as evidenced in the AVDC 2008 Landscape Character
Assessment: LCA 10.1).
Policy 6: Green Infrastructure & Biodiversity
Development proposals must contribute to and enhance the natural environment by
ensuring the protection of local assets and the provision of additional habitat resources for
wildlife and green spaces for the community, especially protected and endangered species
such as badgers, Pipistrelle bats, Brown Long-eared bats and Nobel Chafer beetles1.
Development proposals that enable the protection, enhancement or provision of new
footpaths, bridleways and cycleways in and around the village will be supported, provided
they accord with other policies of the development plan.
4.33 This policy establishes the importance of development proposals protecting the natural
environment of the village and especially the local presence protected, priority and endangered
species and habitats. Developments must deliver no net loss to biodiversity and where possible a
net gain by applying the Biodiversity Impact Assessment Calculator. If significant impacts are
identified appropriate mitigation or compensation measures will be required in accordance with the
calculator. These measures should be targeted to benefit local conservation priorities e.g. traditional
orchard and Noble Chafer Beetles.
4.34 The policy also requires development to protect and enhance existing footpath, cycleway and
bridleway links and to realise opportunities to create new links through development proposals. The
areas in need of investment to improve their biodiversity value are mainly north of the village by the
existing traditional orchards but also by Croft Meadow Fields to the south. Further opportunities
include creating a footpath from Blenheim Crossroads to Westend Hill (the Manor); from the village
to the station; using the old railway line and creating a circular walk around the village.
4.35 The Final SEA report assesses the policy as having no significant environmental effects and
some positive impacts in respect of protecting the important heritage and landscape area to the
south west of the village from development.
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Policy 7: Local Green Spaces
The Neighbourhood Plan designates Local Green Spaces in the following locations, as
shown on the Policies Map:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Open space at The Green;
The allotments and land west of the Village Hall;
The Recreation Ground, High Street;
Open land at Croft Meadow.

Proposals for development on the land that is not ancillary to the use of the land for public
recreational purposes or that it not required for statutory utility purposes will be resisted.
4.36 This policy proposes a number of important green spaces in the parish to be protected from
development by the designation as Local Green Spaces in accordance with paras 76-77 of the
NPPF.
4.37 In each case, the green spaces are an integral part of the parish and are therefore regarded as
special to the local community. The CNP Local Green Spaces study (in the evidence base) sets out
the case for each site to be designated. Once designated, the spaces will have the equivalent
planning policy status of the Green Belt and therefore all proposals for development will be resisted
unless it exceptional circumstances can be clearly demonstrated whereby they are ancillary to a
public recreation use or they are required utilities development.
4.38 The Final SEA report assesses the policy has having no significant environmental effects.
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APPENDIX 18 : LIST OF RESPONSES FROM CHEDDINGTON RESIDENTS FOLLOWING PRESUBMISSION CONSULTATION
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APPENDIX 19 : LIST OF PERSONS AND ORGANISATIONS CONSULTED

CHEDDINGTON RESIDENTS
AYLESBURY VALE DISTRICT COUNCIL
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
CHEDDINGTON HISTORY SOCIETY
ST GILES CHURCH
CHEDDINGTON COMBINED SCHOOL
CHEDDINGTON FOOTBALL CLUB
CHEDDINGTON TENNIS CLUB
CHEDDINGTON YOUTH CAFE
CHEDDINGTON SCOUTS
CHEDDINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
CHEDDINGTON W.I.
CHEDDINGTON VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE
CHEDDINGTON METHODIST CHAPEL
IVINGHOE PARISH COUNCIL
PITSTONE PARISH COUNCIL
SLAPTON PARISH COUNCIL
MENTMORE PARISH COUNCIL
MARSWORTH PARISH COUNCIL
TRING RURAL PARISH COUNCIL
GLADMAN DEVELOPMENTS
OPTIMIS CONSULTING LTD
SMITHS GORE
THE COAL AUTHORITY
ENGLISH PARTNERSHIPS
NATURAL ENGLAND
THE ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
ENGLISH HERITAGE
NETWORK RAIL
THE HIGHWAYS AGENCY
EAST MIDLANDS ELECTRICTY BOARD
MOBILE PHONE OPERATORS ASSOCIATION
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE NHS PRIMARY CARE TRUST
NATIONAL GRID
ANGLIAN WATER SERVICES LTD
THAMES WATER SERVICES LTD
THAMES VALLEY POLICE

Questionnaire, Workshop, Public Events, Newsletter
E-mail, Workshop, Meeting
E-mail
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail, Workshop
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail, Meetings
E-mail, Meetings
E-mail, Meetings
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail
E-mail, Workshop
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